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TRENDS & FORECASTING

Winter Of Discontent And The Escalating Crime Wave

By Nicholas West

As I covered last month, we are already in the midst of a range of
shortages from energy to food and beyond that is putting a
massive amount of stress upon the middle class to maintain their
standard of living, while threatening the poor with outright
extinction. Combined with global inflation, people are finally
feeling enough pain to begin taking to the streets. However, as
we’ll see, not all of this is in the name of peaceful protest. As time
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goes on, the tenor of “social unrest” developing globally is likely to
become more despondent and violent. Even looking at some
official statistics from the U.S. in 2020, we see how the
groundwork was laid for a trend toward violence.

That said, crime statistics are neither as accurate nor complete as
most people imagine, and will get worse after recent changes
were made by the FBI. Now, nearly 40% of law enforcement
across the country is either not reporting, or is incompletely
reporting their findings.

Nevertheless, deteriorating economic conditions are a clear
catalyst for an increase in crime, as anyone with a modicum of
common sense could deduce. Over the last few months we are
seeing crime waves erupt at levels that are truly staggering; and,
in this case, daily news reports can fill in some of the gaps from
official studies and pronouncements. This is what we are
witnessing in the relatively wealthy United States….
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The National Retail Federation has highlighted the dramatic rise
in organized retail theft over the last two years, stating that it is a
“$100B problem.” Drilling down further, we see these profound
increases:

Retailers specifically cited an increase in violence (89.3%),
shoplifting (73.2%), ORC and employee theft (tied at 71.4%)
as a result of the pandemic.

Retailers reported a 26.5% increase in ORC, on average.
Even more alarming, the vast majority (81.2%) said the
violence and aggression associated with ORC increased in
the past year.

The losses, combined with the increased need for security will
continue to drive up prices, creating ever-worsening economic
conditions for all. Major retailers have, in fact, begun to leave the
most affected areas.

Flash mobs can kick off at any time in places like Philadelphia.

Chicago, already a violent location, has seen crime spike another
40% recently.

Several large companies, including Citadel have left Chicago
citing crime as a reason.

New York, up 37%.

One Maryland county instituted a curfew after “armed and
dangerous children” began roaming the streets.
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An "eye-popping" 430 arrests of juveniles this year is a
doubling of last year's figures – adding a lot of violent crime
is being committed by young people.

Speaking of kids, motor vehicle theft is on the rise nationwide
after a TikTok challenge went viral. Check out these numbers:

In Charlotte, North Carolina, there has been a 346%
increase in Kia and Hyundai thefts since last year, according
to Axios. Thefts in Omaha, Nebraska, for those cars jumped
600% compared to the previous year.

In St. Paul, Minnesota, Kia thefts were up 1,300% compared
to last year, and Hyundai thefts were up about 600%,
according to FOX 9 Minneapolis.

There are countless more metro areas and counties across
the US reporting several hundred to more than 1000%
increase in thefts for Kia and Hyundai vehicles over the last
year.

Catalytic converter theft on the West Coast is up on the whole,
with a 1000% increase witnessed in Seattle, Washington alone.

Violence in California is being called an “epidemic.”
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L.A. alone has seen a 52% increase in armed robbery over the
past year.

New Orleans is now the murder capital of the country, along with
these other insane “crisis of crimes” statistics:
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And things are also looking lovely in Portland, Oregon where
homicides are up 207%.

Politicians will focus on drug legalization, gun proliferation and a
reduction of their police forces as the top culprits for these
outbreaks. Naturally, these reasons just so happen to maintain
their long-standing obsessions with America’s drug war and gun
control. My guess is that it will become a convenient and now
more publicly acceptable way to increase the robot police force
that they’ve been building over the last decade … but this time
weaponized.

Another government solution was forwarded by the Biden admin
as Joe called upon Congress to hold social media accountable for
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“hate-fueled” violence spurred by their platforms. Because white
supremacists must be leading the way toward the aforementioned
statistics.

What we are beginning to see now, in truth, is the inevitable result
of the pandemic lockdowns and other restrictions which
completely ground the global economy to a halt, creating the
conditions under which rising crime is guaranteed. And with rising
crime comes authoritarian solutions.

I’m sorry to say that all of the above is a mere snapshot to what I
could have documented, and all indications point to our current
situation as being the start of a trend, not the end of one. With
jobs lost, purchasing power reduced by government stimulus, and
a completely shattered supply chain, things are finally coming
apart at the seams.

Before getting to solutions, I want to turn your attention to one
area of the global economic implosion not being discussed by the
mainstream, and one that is glossed over or neglected even in
alt-media: the debt market. It is an area that a respected friend of
our publication, Greg Mannarino, has been sounding the alarm
about for years, but he is now beating the drum far more loudly.
As he insists, a debt market implosion and ongoing currency
collapse is a powder keg that could propel us from a
slow-to-moderate rate of decline into a full-blown global Mad Max
scenario. It will also be the final requirement to usher in the
Central Bank Digital Currency regime across the planet that we
have been warning about.

As a key signpost for a debt market/currency collapse, we just
witnessed an historic event toward the end of last month when the
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Bank of England capitulated and announced a reversal of
tightening policies into unlimited quantitative easing. This resulted
in the U.S. 10-year yield reversing several weeks of sharp
increases, and dropping by a record-breaking 30 basis points in a
single day. It indicates unprecedented instability in the overall
debt bubble when governments panic and seek to intervene to
such an extent. Most troublingly, however, is that the
announcement from the BoE only worked for one day! The
10-year yield resumed its rise afterward but, apparently, other
central banks took note – likely including the U.S. – and began
buying the debt to bring the rate back down, resulting in a
40-basis-point drop back down … again, only for a short time. As
Greg notes, it is not the rate itself that is important but the speed
at which it is increasing or decreasing. On the rising side, we face
a debt market collapse, on the other is runaway inflation. And now
the BoE doesn’t know what to do, which is likely the same for all
central banks.

The other reason why this particular indicator is so important is
because of the drastic effect it has on the overall value of
currencies, globally, reducing purchasing power for everyone as
the U.S. dollar remains strongest during the free-fall.

Ultimately, if we don’t get hyperinflation from unlimited QE, we
could face a complete lock-up of the financial system – like 2008
– but probably much more impactful as macroeconomic
conditions and debt are even worse now. Either way, not good.
Keep your eye on the 10-year yield each day to see for yourself
which way the wind is blowing.
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Here is Greg’s essential video wrap-up from October 4th about
where we are likely heading and why.

The bottom line is that central banks around the world are the true
culprits that are never included in crime statistics. We’ve seen
what happens amid country-scale failures. It is currently taking
place in Lebanon. In Lebanon, people are being hailed as heroes
for “robbing” banks in order to take back their own money that has
been frozen by the locked-up system.

This is what ordinarily law-abiding and decent people will resort to
out of desperation.

However, it’s also a dog whistle for those with predatory
inclinations that hunting season has begun. As Daisy Luther
succinctly put it: violent crime is a collapse indicator, so even if it’s
bright and sunny in our backyard right now, we had better not hide
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our heads in the sand to what is now an obviously expanding
trend.

So let’s look at some security tips and strategies amid this
worsening landscape….

Personal

One of the best gifts my parents ever gave to me was enrollment
into the Tiger Karate Society at age 12 in my home state of New
Jersey. Instead of traditional karate, this was a belt-ranked
self-defense system with its sole focus being centered on
real-world application of weapons, techniques and strategies to
reduce the likelihood of conflict.

More important than the moves themselves, the most valuable
aspect for me was the boost in self-esteem, as well as awareness
training, which comprised three core features that are sorely
lacking in most people:

1. Conflict avoidance through detection of impending trouble.
2. Conflict de-escalation after confrontation.
3. Conflict termination as quickly and effortlessly as possible.

First and foremost: oblivious people are extremely easy for
predators to spot. As my instructor used to say, “No one sneaks
up on a trained Doberman. Keep your head on a swivel and walk
like you want conflict to come your way.” In a day and age where
we have the Knockout Game, this alone is valuable advice.
Learning to reach the perfect balance between looking confident
and prepared, without exuding overt aggression, pays dividends.
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Once other awareness techniques such as using reflective
surfaces to increase your peripheral and rear vision, quickly
identifying escape routes, and understanding which weapons are
easily at hand are combined with even a modicum of basic skills
training, one can quickly elevate themselves from potential victim
status and ensure that predators will look for an easier target.

A full course in martial arts can be expensive and might not be for
everyone, but at least try to learn (and teach your children) how to
cultivate your gut instinct through awareness of your
surroundings, and some of the key ways to identify predatory
behavior. Beyond that, even a few lessons followed by practice in
how to throw a straight punch and end fights quickly by feinting
and targeting key areas will put you far ahead of the average
street bully throwing windmill haymakers. My personal favorite –
and one that I have seen used successfully first-hand several
times – is to feint a front snap kick to the knee or groin, which will
instinctively result in the untrained dropping their eyes and hands,
followed by a strike to the throat. It’s something I have drilled with
my own child, and I feel much more comfortable knowing that she
at least has this single technique to combine with her awareness
training into a means of basic self-defense.

Jiu-Jitsu is another of the martial arts that is fortunately rising in
popularity as the sport of MMA has gone mainstream. Here, the
focus is on ground control and submissions, which the average
street thug has absolutely no clue about defending. The
legendary Gracie Academy has a ton of instructional videos which
show the power of this knowledge for all ages.
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That said, the best black belt in the world won’t stand a chance
against gangs of armed attackers. Here is where first being able
to identify how people congregate and understanding the signs of
impending violence are key. There tends to be a general unease
preceding events like flash mobs and organized attacks. If you
ever feel uncomfortable in a given area, it’s always best to side
with that gut instinct, even if it turns out later to have been a dose
of paranoia.

Firearms, in my view, are a natural extension of the same
principles and skills of awareness, restraint and quick decision
making, while having a more powerful weapon at one’s disposal.
Despite all of the establishment’s attempts at gun control, people
continue to speak through increased purchase rates, especially in
response to any mass shooting.

So far in 2022, according to the FBI chart below, things seem to
have slowed down from the 2021 boom year, but this will likely
rise again as crime accelerates … if people can still obtain and
afford their guns and ammo.
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I’m not a firearms expert by any means, but I have gone through
basic courses in both rifles and handguns and I can’t stress
enough how valuable it is to have that knowledge and comfort.
For those who choose this path, concealed carry is also
expanding in the wake of the new Supreme Court guidance in
June, which provides the ultimate security while out and about.
My advice is to get ‘em while you can, not when you have to.
Here is an interactive map from the United States Concealed
Carry Association to explore options where you live.
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Home

A family full of trained martial artists and weapons experts makes
the ideally protected home, but in lieu of that, there are still many
precautions that can be taken as crime spreads from formerly
predictable areas into new locations.

The main goal, just like with personal defense, is to project to
would-be predators that you are not an easy target. Organized
crime rings notwithstanding, the average petty criminal who is
probably hopped up on drugs, booze and desperation is looking
for an easy score. If they encounter any resistance such as what
I’ve outlined below, they are very likely to move to a softer target.
Unless an organized gang has identified you in advance as worth
their time and effort, even they will generally move on from
making you a random target.

It’s for this reason that it’s also important to reduce the likelihood
that someone can research your movements and location.
Practicing solid Operations Security (OpSec) requires a bit of
paranoia, but has been insisted upon by those who have survived
deteriorating economies to fully collapsed areas. My go-to on this
subject is Selco Begovic who survived the Balkan Wars of the
1990s. One thing he stresses is how fluid a collapse scenario is.
The basic precautions we take when there is some semblance of
civility may not be sufficient if the entire system melts down into
chaos. But from the onset, the truth is that most people –
especially those who feel compelled these days to document their
every movement and interest on social media (with their
surveillance gadgets) – make it far too easy for calculating
criminals to find them. We have also unfortunately witnessed
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many times in history where neighbor turns upon neighbor as
resources become scarce. It’s not a good practice to advertise
your person or your home as anything but average and
unassuming.

That said, without overdoing it, I’ve always relied upon the basic
principle of thinking about my property in concentric rings, with
areas of defense for each. Naturally, the smaller the location, the
easier this is to achieve. For example, it generally works this way:

1. Security fence perimeter, potentially electrified, with optional
camera check-in for gate.

2. Keep property clean of debris and all garden tools safely
locked away. Anything that can be readily used as a weapon
or break-in device should be removed.

3. Dogs (exterior and interior). Dogs that have training are best;
for example, to remain quiet for passersby, but not for
genuine intruders. I would also not recommend putting a
“Beware of Dog” sign, as this only offers free information for
attackers to factor into their preparations. Regardless, dogs
remain one of the best deterrents to home invasion,
according to many studies. Even ADT Security Services
admits this.

4. Motion-sensor lighting, which for larger properties can be
mounted along driveways and scattered randomly
throughout other areas leading to the house.

5. Home alarm system.
6. Interior defense, including well-constructed doors and

windows with sound elements as opened (bells, chimes,
etc.), as well as the ability to quickly set up barricades and
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chokepoints under a home invasion. For more about this
strategy, see the latter half of Daisy Luther’s article here.

If you want to go to the ultimate lengths, a safe room can be
installed or constructed. Again, Daisy has written a fantastic
article about how to achieve this. As she also notes, safe zones
can be set up if a safe room expense is not achievable.

Community

As with all SHTF scenarios, it’s far better to be part of a tight-knit
community that is aware and prepared. I often think back to the
L.A. riots of 1992 and how police abandoned the area after full
chaos broke out. It was left to Korean business owners to quickly
arm themselves and mobilize a defense. This is the inherent
value of community:

“Where are the police? Where are the police?” (Chang) Lee
whispered over and over from his rooftop perch.

Lee would not see law enforcement for three days – only
fellow Korean-Americans, who would be photographed by
news agencies looking like armed militia in what appeared to
be a guerrilla race war on the streets.
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Korean store owners during the 1992 riots.

Hyungwon Kang/Los Angeles Times via Getty Images

Twenty-five years later, Lee would recall the clean-up efforts that
were undertaken afterward. No mention is made about police or
government assistance:

Lee believes he managed to come back from the ashes
because of one act by the community, a day after the fire
that destroyed his business...

“One by one,” said Lee, “neighbors came out to help. They
were black, Korean, and Latino. 30 people. They gave me
hope. They are my community.”

I also recall the interesting case of Cherán, in Michoacán, Mexico.
Derrick Broze reported what is possible when people of similar
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values and conviction decide that their so-called protectors are
their worst abusers:

In the town of Cherán, in Michoacán, Mexico, a system of
traditional indigenous law-enforcement and accountability
continues to guide the people. In early 2011, residents of
Cherán created armed militias to fight off illegal logging and
drug cartels in their community. The community kicked out
politicians and police accused of ties to the drug cartels and
began a new system of governance based on Purhépecha
traditions.

On April 15 of this year, Cherán celebrated seven years
since their revolt against what they call “the narco
government”. The people marked the seventh year of
self-governance by naming the third Council of Elders.

Once the corrupt police and politicians left, the community
collected the weapons, vehicles, and uniforms and
established their own “ronda comunitaria” or community
guard. When the uprising first began you might see elderly
women with sticks defending the community. These days the
community guard is mostly young men and women with
professional weapons.

The town subsequently achieved the lowest crime rate in Mexico.

These days, many people have bought into the illusion that all of
the police and government surveillance networks offer real-time
security. These systems, if effective at all, are only helpful in
potentially identifying suspects after the damage already has
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been done. Los Angeles, after all, is one of the world’s most
surveilled cities.

Smaller decentralized security networks are always more reliable.
For example, here in Central America where I live, there is little to
no expectation that police will ever arrive to respond in any
meaningful way. Instead, each neighborhood hires someone from
their community to maintain an armed guard post. To most
Americans, this seems off-putting because they have become
accustomed to invisible surveillance and the abstract notion of a
police department paid by taxes to protect them. All statistics
show that this is a demonstrably false assumption, as U.S. police
have no duty to protect whatsoever. This is not even to mention
the rampant police brutality and corruption that can occur when
they do show up.

I can attest that it is a much more comforting feeling to have a
trained (and friendly) guard who has a vested interest in
protecting his or her own community (my community) than the
American-style militarized patrols of cookie-cutter police from
who-knows-where. It is also a far more human approach than
what Big Tech and the police have planned – see “Smart
Neighborhood Watch 2025” for the dystopian version.

One positive side to all of the security technology that has
proliferated, however, is that decentralized security can be
augmented with a range of high- and low-tech communications.
Some years ago, Activist Post covered a free smartphone app
called Peacekeeper:

Peacekeeper, a free, community-based emergency
response Smartphone app, cuts emergency response times
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by relying on nearby neighbors. When a user is in an
emergency, the app notifies neighbors, friends and family
and gives them the chance to be first responders. The
system enables individuals to easily send, receive, and
respond to emergency alerts. The design of the app gives
users the ability to get the help they need when seconds
count the most.

The four types of Peacekeeper alerts are Medical, Fire,
Intruder and Abduction. Alerts contain detailed information
about the emergency so that the recipients know where to
find the person and what to expect when they arrive.
Responders and victims can communicate in real-time via
the built-in chat feature.

Unfortunately, this app appears to no longer be available. It claims
to have originally been beta tested in all 50 states and 20 foreign
countries. Nevertheless, it’s a sound concept and a great idea for
anyone with the tech skills to implement their own similar product.
Please let us know in our mastermind group if you are aware of
other decentralized community policing solutions.

One important note about communications networks: in an age of
energy rationing and power cuts, it is being projected that mobile
phone networks might collapse. This is expected to start in
Europe, but it is now being discussed as a serious possibility.
Local mesh networks are a perfect counter for this. Here is an
interesting video overview exploring how far mesh network tech
has developed and what is possible.

Also visit Meshtastic:
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Meshtastic is an off-grid, encrypted communication platform
that runs open source software on affordable radios. These
radios rebroadcast messages they receive in order to create
a mesh network. The underlying technology, LoRa, is a
long-range radio protocol that is available to most regions
without needing certification like ham operators.

Paired with the Meshtastic companion app, you are able to
send and receive encrypted messages on your personal
mesh. These radios have low power draw so they have
excellent battery life. Perfect for outdoor excursions like
backpacking, hiking, paragliding, and skiing where
communication can be sparse.

Radios can be paired to a single phone so that you're able to
message your friends and family, and they can address your
specific radio…

Meshtastic is an open source project available on GitHub.
Our generous volunteers donate their personal time to write
and maintain this codebase. If you would like to contribute
see our GitHub, join our Discord server, and read up on our
forum.

This is yet another valuable community tool, as well as another
entrepreneurial opportunity.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
What Makes A Good Digital Currency

By Vin Armani

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) has been a topic that I
have focused on heavily, here in Counter Markets, since January,
2021. At the time that I began explaining what this new digital
currency paradigm was and what the implications of its imposition
would be, very few people had even heard the term. In the nearly
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two-year interim, more and more conscious voices have been
raised in pitch and volume, warning about what is to come.

Last week, on the 27th of September, the Banque de France,
France’s central bank, held a symposium titled “Opportunities and
challenges of the tokenisation of finance.” The speakers of the
key panel were Jerome Powell, Chairman of the Federal Reserve;
Christine Lagarde, head of the European Central Bank; Augustin
Carstens, General Manager of the Bank for International
Settlements (“The Central Bank of Central Banks”); and Ravi
Menon, Managing Director of the Monetary Authority of
Singapore. For the first time, these most powerful monetary
authorities spent the entire presentation discussing digital
currencies and assets. Cryptocurrency, DeFi, and CBDCs have
officially moved from niche concerns to a core focus of the
“masters of the universe.”

In this article, I will discuss what I believe are our next steps to
ensure that, with the imminent imposition of this new financial
control grid, those of us who have “eyes to see and ears to hear”
can retain at least some financial sovereignty.

One of the few benefits of states and monetary authorities
entering into the cryptocurrency space is that these regulatory
entities, in order to effectively exert control, have to create explicit
definitions of terms. In any legislation or regulatory framework that
emerges from a modern governmental entity, terms will be
defined.

Clear and concise definition of terms has been something notably
lacking from the cryptocurrency industry. Specific to this topic, the
heads of the central banks in the aforementioned panel made
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sure to articulate the distinction between “digital assets” and
“digital currencies.” In the category of “digital assets,” the
speakers placed native cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum, as well as other tokenized assets. “Digital currencies,”
on the other hand, were presented as a particular subcategory of
digital assets that are meant, specifically, to be used as currency
and that, ostensibly, are denominated in some existing currency.
So, if you have 1 ETH, the native Ethereum network
cryptocurrency whose value fluctuates against the dollar, you
have a digital asset. However, if you have 1 USDT, a
cryptocurrency token pegged to the dollar, issued on the
Ethereum network, you have a “digital currency.” All of the
regulators said that digital assets, cryptocurrencies in particular,
were purely speculative and of little to no economic utility. On the
other hand, digital currencies, particularly Central Bank Digital
Currencies, were touted as financial instruments that will be of
extreme importance and utility in the near future.

In discussing means of resisting the CBDC, I have made sure,
particularly to my students in Bitcoin Mystery School, to stress
that an aversion to the US Dollar or fiat currency in general is
often misguided. In fact, when you hear libertarian thought
leaders objecting to fiat currency, or even calling it “evil,” it
behooves you to scratch below the surface. In reality, what the
speaker actually objects to is not fiat currency itself, but the fact
that certain powerful entities hold a monopoly on the issuance of
fiat currency in a given geographical area. They don’t have a
problem with the US Dollar, per se. Instead, they have an
opposition to the fact that there is a monopoly on the issuance of
the US Dollar.
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Bitcoin – as proven by the existence and dominance of Tether
(USDT) – is not a means of eliminating fiat. Bitcoin is a means of
democratizing fiat. That is Bitcoin’s killer app. This statement is
easily validated by sorting CoinmarketCap.com by 24 Hour
Volume. The most traded cryptocurrency, by far, is USDT. USDT
was first issued in 2014 on the Bitcoin network. The answer to the
CBDC is not resistance to digital fiat. The answer to the CBDC is
a free market in digital fiat, where the best money wins.

I have spent the last 5 years building and experimenting with
digital currency systems and digital currencies themselves. For
the last 6 months, there has been an ongoing, successful pilot
taking place here on Saipan, with the Badger Universal Token
(BUX) I developed and now manage, using a homegrown digital
currency in the wild. I have learned several truths about the
properties a digital currency must have to gain traction, especially
with merchants and consumers that have no previous experience
with cryptocurrency whatsoever. The insights I have gained on
this topic could only have come through actual experience, trial
and error. In fact, even people who have been in the space for
years, if they have not actually tried to implement cryptocurrency
payment systems in the real world, labor under a set of false
notions. Those notions are quickly dispelled when an attempt is
made to put them into practice. Although I am still learning and
iterating through versions of the system (with the aid of
participating merchants and consumers), there are several
properties that I can say, with confidence, a digital currency must
have to be successful.
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In his 1875 work Money and the Mechanism of Exchange, William
Stanley Jevons defined the four functions of money: medium of
exchange; store of value; unit of account; and standard of
deferred payment. Today, we only recognize the first three
functions – store of value, medium of exchange, and unit of
account – acknowledging that money’s use as a standard of
deferred payment (the way that a debt is denominated) can
generally be subsumed into the other three functions. Although a
given market might have several different types of money in
circulation, “currency” is, generally, the most popular form of
money in any given marketplace. Currency could be said to be,
“the good (or service) that everyone will readily accept in
exchange for every other good or service.” In order for a digital
currency to be considered “good,” it must, necessarily, be a “good
currency.”

Native cryptocurrencies, or other crypto tokens, that fluctuate in
price relative to the US dollar (or the existing currency in the
market in question) are not good currencies. It doesn’t matter if a
digital asset can be transferred from party to party easily (medium
of exchange). That the USD price of a cryptocurrency might go up
during some period of time does not make that cryptocurrency
attractive to a merchant. A merchant accepting a cryptocurrency
as payment needs that currency to retain its value from the time it
enters the merchant’s hands until it leaves the merchant’s hands.
Many early merchant adopters of Bitcoin stopped accepting
cryptocurrency (permanently) the first time they went to exchange
their BTC at month’s-end only to see that the price had cratered
and the merchant had effectively lost 15 or 20% on the sales
done using BTC. Volatility is a deal-breaker for merchants. A good
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digital currency must have a stable exchange rate relative to the
existing currency in the marketplace.

Digital currencies, ostensibly, are peer to peer. This paradigm
puts significant responsibility on consumer and merchant, and
requires developers of tools – such as wallets and point of sale
terminals – to simplify the user experience (UX) to the point where
it simulates the existing legacy digital UX (credit card, PayPal,
etc.).

As it stands, the best contenders for global digital currency status,
stablecoin tokens on smart contract networks like Ethereum, still
have a fatal flaw in the realm of UX. In order to send a USDT or
USDC token on the Ethereum network, a user needs to also have
some amount of the native cryptocurrency, ETH, in their wallet.
The ETH is sent as a necessary part of the token transaction as
“gas.” A similar requirement also exists for tokens on Bitcoin
networks. The native cryptocurrency, in essence, is used to pay
the “miner fee” – the fee to the entities securing the network
received in exchange for adding the transaction to the global
ledger.

It is easy to see how this “dual-token” requirement is a deal
breaker for mass adoption of a digital currency that requires it. If I
use my Visa card to pay at a merchant, the merchant can move
the funds from out of the destination account, using the funds
themselves to handle any necessary transfer fees. If I pay a
merchant in USDT on Ethereum, however, unless the merchant
also has some ETH in the destination wallet, the merchant
cannot, in any way, move the USDT he has received. This UX
simply cannot be the foundation for an economy and it is thus no
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surprise that although USDT on Ethereum (and other clone
networks like TRON) is the most liquid (and stable) of all
cryptocurrencies, it is not used at all in commerce.

Currency is the most easily obtainable good in any market. After
all, since everyone in a given market is willing to exchange their
goods or labor for currency, and vice versa, there is very little
friction in acquiring at least some trivial amount of currency. In
fact, one can acquire a small amount of currency simply by asking
strangers for “spare change.” In order for a digital currency to be
“good currency,” there must be very little friction, at least in the
context of the user experience, when moving from existing
currency to digital currency and from digital currency back to
existing currency (assuming the existing primary currency is not,
already, a digital currency). It doesn’t matter how technologically
advanced and easy to use a digital currency point-of-sale and
wallet system is if the average person can’t easily acquire the
digital currency used in the system.

Of course, the goal of any digital currency initiative is to replace
the existing currency with the digital version, but that requires a
critical mass of individuals (both buyers and sellers) having
usable reserves of the digital currency. To reach that point of
critical mass requires “onboarding” users. The onboarding
process needs to be relatively painless, intuitive, and low cost. In
my own current projects, this process happens at the point-of-sale
and takes less than one minute to complete.

There is a great opportunity at the moment for enterprising
individuals and businesses to introduce their own digital currency
systems. It is important to do so with a firm grasp on the
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regulatory and legal frameworks in your jurisdiction. If you would
like an example of the protocols and flow that I am using here in
Saipan (and soon expanding to eCommerce everywhere), you
can check out the Badger Universal Token initiative. No matter
what route you take, or what digital currency you explore, keep in
mind the simple heuristic for mass adoption I have presented.
First, a digital currency must have a stable exchange rate relative
to the US Dollar or the local currency in the market in which the
digital currency is used. Second, there must be minimal technical
friction in the user experience. Users should never have to worry
about needing to hold two tokens in order to spend one. Third,
there should be minimal friction in the onboarding and offboarding
process – the process of exchanging the digital currency in
question for the popular currency in a market.

The path toward financial sovereignty, in this time of increasing
financial authoritarianism, is the free market. Competition in
currencies is truly possible for the first time in centuries. This
requires us to look both to the past and to envision a future where
we have true choice in what currency we use. As an entrepreneur
who shares the values promoted in Counter Markets, you have
the ability to be an innovator in this new field. I wish you great
success.
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WEALTH

Building Cultural Capital

By Jeff Paul

Andrew Breitbart famously said “Politics is downstream of
culture.” Believe it or not, governments still require the consent of
the people. An agenda or a politician that is in opposition to
cultural consensus will not succeed.

Building cultural capital is more effective at creating a positive
change in the world than political activism. And it’s a lot more fun
and less confrontational. Some popular political creatures are
figuring that out and are beginning to focus on building cultural
projects. Additionally, some cultural megastars are using their
platforms to be more political.
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We live in a weird time where almost everything now appears to
be political. Donald Trump was a cultural icon first who then
moved into politics. Indeed it was his celebrity status that helped
him secure the White House. And seemingly in an attempt to stop
him from being re-elected, the powers that shouldn’t be all but
paused culture during COVID to force everyone to focus on
politics.

In the spring of 2020, the college basketball March Madness
tournament, all concerts and live music, and all movie releases
were canceled, paused, or postponed. It was the opposite
strategy of giving the public “bread and circuses” to distract them
from the machinations of tyrants. Taking away these distractions
caused pain, and the tyrants promised a return to normal if Trump
was voted out.

Now that Biden and his diversity-hire VP are failing at even
pretending to be in charge, while everything appears to be falling
apart, cultural distractions are returning to favor. However, almost
everything in culture now seems to have an agenda. Sometimes
it’s subtle and clever, but it’s usually blatant and clumsy. It’s gotten
so obvious that even conservative/libertarian types on the
spectrum realize what’s happening and have begun to fight back
in the culture wars.

New Culture Warriors

DailyWire+
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Ben Shapiro’s news media company, The Daily Wire, recently
added a film division to their DailyWire+ membership service,
touting “woke-free movies and documentaries.” So far, they have
created four well-received feature films (Run Hide Fight, Shut In,
Terror on The Prairie, and The Hyperions) that aren’t overtly
political. They also have well-produced documentaries that are
purely political.

I’m not a big fan of Shapiro because he is a war-mongering
neocon, but I respect that he is attempting to fight depravity in the
culture using the same media weapons as the enemy. And it
appears that they are making a big investment into talent.

When actress and former MMA fighter Gina Carano was canceled
by Disney from The Mandalorian for an Instagram post comparing
Nazis’ treatment of Jews to persecuting people for their political
views today, Shapiro, a Jew, hired her to star in Terror On The
Prairie. The movie is not political, but hiring Carano was.

Shapiro and company at The Daily Wire have a financial war
chest of around $100 million per year to make more films and
cultural content. So it seems we can expect much more from
them.

Rippaverse Comics

For years on his podcast and YouTube channel, Eric July has
been criticizing the comic book industry for going woke. He ranted
against changing iconic characters’ races, genders, sexual
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orientations etc. But he didn’t just complain. He did something
about it.

He recently completed a very successful launch of his new comic
book company, Rippaverse, with his first comic ISOM selling over
$3.7 million. This far exceeded July’s goal of $100K for the launch
campaign. Although the comics are not overtly political, they will
be decidedly anti-woke and likely reflect July’s political views
since he is the main writer.

When Eric July appeared on The Vin Armani show in 2017, Vin
predicted that July would be a force to be reckoned with in the
future. Today, July – a rapper and frontman for a metal band,
anarchist political commentator, and entrepreneur – is soaring
higher than ever. Another Vinstradamus prediction came true.

TimCast Records

I’ve been following Tim Pool’s career since it began during
Occupy Wall Street in 2011. Back then, he was an activist and
wannabe journalist. Shortly after Occupy, he was hired by Vice to
be a street reporter at protests, coups, and other odd excursions
like interviewing Kim Dotcom.

Today, powered by a few appearances on the Joe Rogan
Experience, Pool has one of the most popular political
commentary broadcasts in the world, Timcast IRL, which routinely
gets over 1 million views per episode. Although Pool has fairly
mainstream political views, he’s very friendly to libertarians and
anarchists like Dave Smith and Michael Malice, as well as
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conspiracy theorists like Alex Jones and Luke Rudkowski. His
show has become successful because he is open minded and
leans toward liberty on most issues.

Pool, also a musician, recently released a new single “Only Ever
Wanted” that hit number 2 in global sales – just behind an Elton
John/Britney Spears collaboration. The song is not political, but
the drummer on Pool’s single, Pete Parada, was fired from The
Offspring for refusing to get the experimental COVID shot. Pool,
outraged by the firing, reached out to Parada to add beats to his
song. Pool’s first single, “Will Of The People,” is overtly political.

To handle their expansion into music, Pool recently established a
record label – Timcast Records. Pool says the label will provide a
refuge for musicians who get canceled for their political views or
anti-woke cultural stances.

Megastars Using Their Platforms

Kanye West

Music superstar Kanye West appears to be gearing up to run for
president again in 2024.
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That, along with recent controversies of *gasp* wearing a “White
Lives Matter” shirt and pointing out that Jews dominate the
entertainment industry, has triggered the mob to seek his
cancellation. His Instagram and Twitter accounts were recently
limited due to this triggering. But Kanye won’t cave. In fact, he
may have the last laugh.

Kanye is unique in many ways but most appealing may be that
he’s unpredictable. You never know what he’s going to say or do.
He seems incredibly based due to his faith. He was impressed
with the way Trump leveraged culture to catapult him to the White
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House. Kanye is using similar tactics to get press attention with all
the right people being triggered by his antics.

Even if his 2024 presidential campaign is mostly a sideshow,
Kanye will surely inject some very important topics into the
national debate.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk, the world’s richest man, is flexing his cultural muscles
using the vehicle that he is most comfortable with – business.
This week, it has been reported that Musk is moving forward with
the purchase of Twitter. The $44 billion deal was on shaky ground
due to Musk’s disapproval over misreported bot figures. However,
Musk abruptly abandoned his concerns and is seeking a speedy
closing of the deal. Why?

Also this week, Musk has been tweeting ideas for settling the
conflict between Ukraine and Russia through diplomacy to avoid
nuclear war.
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The unhinged responses to his perfectly rational call for peace
may have convinced him to move forward with the deal to buy
Twitter. Whether it’s because many of the responses were paid
bots or brain-dead NPCs, Musk got a glimpse of how powerful
Twitter is for shaping global policy, even up to preventing nuclear
war. $44 billion is chump change to buy that kind of influence.
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Joe Rogan

The Joe Rogan Experience podcast is the most influential piece
of “culture” in the world. Joe Rogan recently had Dave Smith on
his show again. They discussed lots of important issues and
Smith’s potential presidential run in 2024 as the Libertarian
candidate.

I still believe that electoral politics is unlikely to change anything
substantial. However, I’m encouraged by Rogan giving a
favorable voice and platform to pro-liberty ideas. THAT is how
things change for the better.

Shortly after Smith’s latest appearance on Rogan, three top
conservative voices – Ben Shapiro, Steven Crowder and Dennis
Prager – all put out videos attacking libertarians. Each said they
agree with libertarians on ideas, but that everyone should only
support Republicans because the Democrats have become
monsters. It’s telling that each of them felt compelled to even
address libertarians at all.

That is evidence of the strength of Rogan’s platform. Smith’s
popular shows on Rogan have triggered both the left and now the
right. Progress…

Your Path To Cultural Capital

You might be saying, cool, Jeff, but what does any of this have to
do with wealth or how I can make the world a better place?
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In the past I’ve covered many hidden forms of capital like
experiential capital, material capital, relationship capital and so
on. Cultural capital is another form of capital to invest in that can
be converted to financial capital at any time.

Culture encompasses food, art, film, music, fashion, writing,
sports, comedy, business, and more. Find a niche you enjoy or
excel at in these arenas and apply yourself to it. In most cases it
will be FUN! As more people enjoy your work in these fields, the
more influence you will have.

And perhaps there’s an opportunity to make an anti-woke or
pro-freedom project in these fields. Add your voice and talent to
the mix and only good things can happen.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin prices held up pretty well last month, especially given the
global turmoil we’re seeing lately. Prices started off right around
$20K, and briefly dipped below $19K. By mid-month, they were
back at $22,500, only to fall again back beneath $19K. The last
2-3 weeks, we’ve just been ping-ponging between $18,500 and
about $20,500. Each visit to the $18,500 range has been very
brief, though, and has been bought up immediately. So for anyone
looking to be a nimble trader, that price level worked well multiple
times in September.

Taking a look at the larger time frame, Bitcoin appears to be
putting in a base here. We haven’t broken convincingly beneath
the June lows, so holding this level could even be interpreted as a
double bottom by many analysts. To get any serious traction,
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though, the $25K level needs to be broken with some conviction.
It’s impossible to say when that will happen, but once it does, we
should see a flurry of new buying activity.

The recent correlation between Bitcoin prices and the stock
market, specifically tech stocks, means that the Federal
Reserve’s decisions about interest rates are going to carry a lot of
weight when it comes to Bitcoin prices. In a tightening cycle like
we’re currently experiencing, risk assets such as Bitcoin aren’t
going to see much interest from institutional money managers.
Retail investors may still be accumulating at these levels, but we
simply don’t have enough volume to move prices like the
institutions can. When BlackRock takes its position in Bitcoin,
everyone is going to know it, as we’ll see the price climb as a
result. But for readers of this newsletter, and other everyday
accumulators, our buying activity simply isn’t going to move the
markets.

Ultimately that may be a good thing, as taking advantage of prices
like these, and accumulating now, is going to look like a smart
decision several years down the road. We may see some more
turbulence ahead, as the Fed isn’t done raising interest rates, but
we’re closer to the end than the start, meaning the bottom isn’t
too far off.

In the news, the Ethereum merge has finally happened. The
network has transitioned from Proof of Work to Proof of Stake. It
didn’t make much difference in terms of network fees, or
transaction speed, those items should be addressed in future
upgrades. The main difference it made was that Ethereum
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inflation was cut by about 90%, which should have a bullish effect
on price. The supply shock hasn’t hit the market yet, as the event
resulted in a significant sell-off. But with the issuance of new
Etherium cut down to this extent, it should be simply a matter of
time before prices start to climb.

The price action is muted lately, because the risk-free rate of
return on USD has gone from 0% to about 3.75% in just a few
months. The aim is to get all the way up to 4.6%, possible 5%.
With numbers like that, professional money managers are happily
taking the risk-free returns, especially when compared to the 25%
drop in the S&P, and the 70% drop in Bitcoin. At some point in the
not-too-distant future the risk-free rates of return will start to drop
again, and that should open the floodgates for the entire crypto
ecosystem.

While we may see more volatility in the weeks and months ahead,
the long-term trend is still clear, and it points towards higher
demand and higher prices. Given that, our advice remains the
same: sit back and ride out the volatility with Bitcoin, and focus on
the long-term picture.

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, or want to buy more,
this pullback is one of the best opportunities we’ve had in some
time. In our view, it’s simply a matter of time before prices head
back up.

If you’re looking for a simple way to get started with Bitcoin, you
can easily buy it with many user-friendly apps like Cash App,
PayPal, Venmo, and many more. Coinbase is by far the most
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popular exchange, and allows for easy purchases from your bank
account.

Once you have made your Bitcoin purchase, we suggest you
withdraw the coins to your own wallet and self-custody your
cryptocurrency. Hardware wallets like Ledger Nano or Trezor are
the most secure way to hold your assets.

Silver Update

Silver prices had a good bounce last month, as the bargain
hunters came piling in. Prices started off around $17.80 per
ounce, and quickly moved up to $19.50. From there they dropped
to $18.50, and then ripped higher all the way to $21 in early
October. Since then prices have pulled back some to the $20
range we’re at today.

Overall we saw about an 18% bounce off the lows for silver last
month, which is a rather dramatic move for a typically boring
asset. Prices had reached an extreme on the low end, as we were
sitting right at the base of support last month. It didn’t take much
to give us that 10-20% move higher that was discussed in last
month’s issue. Strong support, combined with some
worse-than-expected inflation data, and prices trading historically
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cheap relative to gold, all the pieces were there for a nice move
higher.

The trading range we’ve seen lately is the $18-$22 range. We hit
$21 just a few days ago, and now we’re sitting right in the middle
of this range. It would make sense to at least test the upper side
of this range in the coming weeks, as this bounce off the lows was
strong enough that we should see some follow through, after the
obligatory breather of course, as silver does need some time to
digest after moving 18% in a month.

The one wild card we have here is increased volatility lately. The
number of days with swings of 2.5% or more have been very high.
Markets are in full-on fear/greed mode, with large amounts of
capital either running for the exits, or pouring in searching for a
bottom. Runaway inflation is now a worldwide problem, and while
the US is taking a hardline stance for now, traders are sitting with
their cash hoards on the sidelines waiting for the first sign of
easing interest rates. They’re actually not even looking for easing,
it’s more about being on the hunt for a slowdown in the pace of
the interest rate increases, some sign that the worst is behind us.
As central banks around the world wrestle with various options,
we’re seeing increased volatility across the board, which should
spill over into the silver market, creating some
larger-than-expected moves in the weeks ahead.

Long term, the current inflationary environment is of little
consequence, as are the responses from various central banks.
Silver has been a tremendous store of value for thousands of
years, and we see no reason that role should change.
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The bottom line is we have a great opportunity to pick up some
cheap silver right now. The gold-to-silver ratio is at 85, which isn’t
as attractive as the 91 we saw last month, but it’s still up there.
Should we see a large down day in the markets, bargain hunters
will be loading up the truck on silver. Keep in mind, the last time
we saw the gold/silver ratio break 100, silver prices went on a
near 50% rally in less than a month. At 85, silver is just a stone's
throw away from a screaming bargain.

Buying silver at these levels is likely to be a very wise long-term
decision. We may see some more dips in the future, but long term
this looks like a great entry for anyone looking to accumulate
some silver. Our advice is to continue to sit tight and let time do
the heavy lifting. Everything is still in place for a great multi-year
run for gold and silver, we just need to be patient and accumulate
more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still very high.
Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $17.90 over
spot, meaning you’ll pay about $37.90 for a coin with $20.00
worth of silver content. That’s a whopping 89% premium to spot,
and we can’t suggest you buy bullion at these levels. Historically,
it’s always better to be a seller of bullion coins when premiums
are this high, as opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion and can’t wait, we
suggest looking at coins like maple leafs, kangaroos, krugerrands,
philharmonics, and other non-US coins. They contain just as
much silver, but sell for about a $7 per ounce premium instead of
$17.90.
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If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

For those of you who don't mind paying these high premiums,
we’d encourage you to shop from a trusted supplier at Money
Metals Exchange.
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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